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Card Stock:
5-1/2” x 10-1/2” (for card base)
3-1/4” x 5-1/4” Basic White or Very Vanilla (if using a colored card base)
Designer Paper:
(2) 3-1/4” x 5-1/4”
(2) 1-3/4” x 3-1/4”
Directions:
1. With the card base in your Paper Trimmer in Landscape score at 3-1/2”, 7”.
2. Lightly score/mark a tic mark 2” down from the top of the first score line. Move to the second
score line and lightly score/mark a tic mark 2” up from the bottom.
3. Rotate the card base so that the tic mark and the top right-hand edge of the first score line are in
the track. Score from tic mark to score line. Repeat for the top left side. You’ll have (2)
triangles.
4. Turn the cardstock 180° and place the second score line in the track. Line up the tic mark and the
right top corner and score. Rotate the cardstock to line up the tic mark and the score line to the
left and score. You’ll have (2) more triangles.
5. Put the larger pieces of designer paper in your Paper Trimmer and lightly score a tic mark at 2”
from the top right on one piece and 2” from the bottom left on the other piece. Rotate the
designer paper so that the tic mark and the corner opposite are in the track. Cut from tic mark to
edge. Repeat for the other piece of designer paper. Tip: Start the cut a little in from the bottom
or top of the designer paper and move out to the edges. This will keep you from bending the end
points.
6. Place the remaining pieces of designer paper in the Paper Trimmer in Portrait. Then arrange one
so that the bottom left and top right corners are in the track and cut into two triangles. For the
second piece arrange so that the bottom right and top left corners are in the track before cutting.
7. Place the Basic White panel in the Paper Trimmer in Landscape and make a tic mark at 2” on the
top edge. Turn the cardstock 180° and make a tic mark at 2”. Place the tic mark and the opposite
corner in the track and cut. Repeat for the other tic mark. You will have a rhombus shape.
8. Adhere the pieces to the scored sections of the card base with Multipurpose Glue.
TIP: Use a non-directional designer paper pattern for this card.
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